
A Joined up World Demands Joined up Financial Crime Prevention  

The recent newsworthy fines for Barclays and HSBC for Money Laundering have brought into sharp 

focus the issues of fraud and AML and the emerging concerns within organisations that their 

financial crime prevention defences are not fit for purpose.  Regulators are looking to organisations 

to have the capability to present an enterprise wide view of their processes, procedures and system 

monitoring drawing together all data and insight into a single analysis.  Unfortunately, achieving 

such an integrated perspective is proving challenging for many clients. 

Why is this? 

Because the monitoring and managing of financial crime has for most organisations been an organic 

process of building reactive responses and the fact that no single integrated management platform 

existed has made adherence to a single data strategy impossible. In an age where the UK HMRC 

estimates that £25bn of dirty money is laundered through the banking system and the ABI has 

highlighted £2bn of undetected fraud in the UK’s insurance sector each year, this ‘silo’ solution  

development  has shown itself to be no longer sustainable.  The need to draw disparate financial 

crime activities into a single view has become a prime corporate risk issue. 

So what are these disparate activities? 

 The generic heading of ‘Financial Crime’ is generally sub-divided into:  

 Money laundering 

 Finance of terrorism 

 Market abuse 

 Fraud 

 Bribery and corruption 
 

Organisations have developed different treatment strategies and compliance regimes at different 

times to combat each of these.  In the absence of a single system and tool to integrate 

processes/data/activities and responses they have utilised discrete systems, discrete processes and 

even discrete compliance teams – each with an individual focus on a particular area of financial 

crime.  Complicating this picture is the oft-cited incidence of selective corporate sponsorship of 

financial crime management such that some sectors are more heavily ‘supported’ than others. For 

example, anti-fraud business cases tend to be more readily endorsed as fraud savings make an 

immediate bottom line contribution whilst similar anti-money laundering initiatives are less 

compelling as they are perceived as involving pure compliance cost.   

This evolution of multiple channels and the lack of a single integrated tool/platform has led to 

compliance processes which combine manual and automated approaches with key data spread 

across multiple core systems in differing formats. This creates potential issues around: 

 Consistency of action and data 

 Poor data identification and mining  

 Impaired controls and monitoring that mean the lack of the coherent view necessary to 

determine when a situation warrants investigation 



 A failure to adequately utilise and search critical external data sources, social media and 

global watch lists to identify suspect activity/personnel 

 

This resultant patchwork of financial crime management activities is not inherently or necessarily 

failing to do its job, but it is certainly becoming increasingly expensive to support. At the same time, 

proving its completeness and effectiveness is becoming a major challenge in the face of regulator 

demands and pressures for an enterprise wide view.  Transparent, holistic and consistent are the 

overarching watchwords for regulators.. But this need not be an intractable problem. 

Research highlights that about 80% of data and information requirements are common for all forms 

of financial crime.  The latest technological advances mean that a single consolidated view based 

upon efficient consistent processes is now achievable.  A single platform approach accommodates 

multiple data types and formats; deploys rules engines to standardise and automate processes; 

incorporates investigator toolsets/ case management; improves alert handling and delivers all this 

through a user friendly interface/dashboard. 

This single platform approach is part of our solutions set in this area and it includes harnessing a 

market-leading business rules engine and visualisation tools to provide the level of data analysis and 

automation required to meet the demands of the market and the regulator.  We typically begin by 

building the business case with a proof of concept approach which interrogates historic data to 

surface any missed risks and automates a single process.  This provides a tangible and practical 

demonstration of the value of the system to stakeholders.  In one recent case, the proof of concept 

stage alone has highlighted a significant internal fraud. 

So organisations can now develop a consistent integrated view capable of satisfying regulator 

demands that optimises their return on compliance investment.  However, if this is to be of any 

value it is vital that Executive teams take the issue seriously as a real and growing corporate risk and 

support, embrace and understand how financial crime is being managed within their organisation.  

Financial fraud is on the increase and it demands a commensurate corporate response. 

To learn more about our integrated financial crime platform and solution please contact Vaughan 

Jenkins at Vaughan. Jenkins @bluerock-consulting.com 

 

 

 

  

 

 

    


